
EDP246 Star Wars: History and Facts  
(ages 7–11)
The world of Star Wars is vast and defined: Jedi, Sith, the Old 
Republic and the Galactic Empire, Luke Skywalker, and Darth 
Vader. George Lucas created a world that has been loved by 
millions of people for many years. In this class we will learn 
about all the inspiration and historical facts that helped George 
Lucas create his Star Wars saga. From the Japanese feudal era 
to mythology from many corners of the world, from Joseph 
Campbell’s non-fiction work, The Hero With a Thousand Faces, 
to the actual World Wars, from the classic films of John Ford and 
Akira Kurosawa, learn how those disparate elements all served 
to inspire every last aspect of the inner workings of the Star Wars 
saga. Take a look at the archetypes that his characters fall into 
and try to create your residents of the Star Wars universe and 
send them on their own hero’s journey. And for added pizazz, 
create your own Lightsabers so you can become a Jedi Knight.
10 hrs., Fees: $89
4 digit #: 6038
F 9/12–10/24 (skip 9/19, 10/17)     1–3pm FCC/E106
Instructor: R. Cooney

KOC509  Video Game Design (ages 9–14)
Do you love to play video games? Have you ever thought about 
designing your own game? In this course you will get a chance 
to work with the premier game engines that the pros use. 
Video games are an emerging art form that combines writing, 
cinematography, painting, and programming into one medium. 
Learn how to design fun and efficient game levels as well as 
techniques for properly pacing a game’s story line. Design any 
type of game you want, from racing, action, and puzzle games to 
old school side scrolling games. If playing games is not enough 
for you, then video game design just may be your calling!
15 hrs., Fees: $139
4 digit #: 6036
F    9/12–10/24 (skip 9/19, 10/17)   9am–12pm    FCC/E107
Instructor: R. Cooney

EDP309 Intro to Chemistry (ages 9–16)
This hands-on class teaches the basics of chemistry and 
familiarizes students with the scientific approach to solving 
problems. Each 2-hour class includes a short lecture followed 
by an interactive lab to reinforce the concept introduced. Weekly 
homework is assigned. Students need to bring goggles and 
an apron to each class. Homeschool mom Wendy Hagan is a 
chemist with more than 20 years of experience.
12 hrs., Fees: $109
4 digit #: 6040 (ages 9–12)
F 9/12–10/17 3:30–5:30pm FCC/C102
4 digit #: 6041 (ages 13–16)
F 10/31–12/12 (skip 11/28) 3:30–5:30pm FCC/C102
Instructor: Hagan

EDP314 Biology: Field, Stream and Lab Activities 
(ages 10–14)
This class introduces students to a wide variety of scientific disciplines 
through thought-provoking, hands-on investigations both in the 
classroom and in the field. How does temperature affect respiration? 
Students will see for themselves with “cool” experiments using goldfish 
in the lab. Weather permitting, students will learn how to perform 
stream monitoring in the field, exploring physical and biological 
characteristics that act as clues to environmental health of the site. 
They will identify aquatic macro invertebrates and learn how these 
inhabitants are bio-indicators of stream health. Class meets at FCC 
unless instructed otherwise.
18 hrs., Fees: $149
4 digit #: 6042
F 9/19–10/24 9am–12pm FCC/C102
Instructor: Foley

EDP280 Career Potential in the Construction 
Trades (ages 14–18)
Are you curious about a career in the Building Trades? Do you like 
working with your hands? In this hands-on class you’ll get firsthand 
experience in what it’s like to be a carpenter, an electrician, a plumber, 
or an HVAC technician, and you’ll have the opportunity to observe a 
welder in action. Each week will focus on a different trade through 
activities and project creations. Learn to safely use the tools of the 
trade and get a peek at the tricks of the trade. Discover the practical 
science behind electricity, refrigeration, and welding (metallurgy). If 
you have always wanted to learn about fulfilling careers that don’t 
include working in an office or in a retail store, check out this class!
15 hrs., Fees: $129
4 digit #: 6034
F 10/3–10/31 1:30–4:30pm Monroe/151
Instructor: LoSchiavo

EDP245 LEGO® Mindstorms: Renewable Energy 
(ages 9–14)
Explore energy sources using LEGO® Mindstorm Robotics and 
Renewable Energy kits as you experiment with the three main 
energy sources – solar, wind, and water – to generate, store, 
and use power. Program robots to follow commands and control 
wind turbines and solar power cells. Using five different sensors 
and motors, design robots that will be made to interact with 
the environment, create wind and solar energy, take on obstacle 
courses, and battle other robots. How cool is that?
15 hrs., Fees: $129
4 digit #: 6035
F 10/31–12/5 (skip 11/28) 9am–12pm FCC/E124
Instructor: R. Cooney

EDP315 The Time Traveling Universe of Doctor Who 
(ages 8–12)
“Trust me, I’m the Doctor.” Become an honorary Time Lord in 
this class and you can say that and mean it! Learn how to take 
down a Weeping Angel and stop a Dalek invasion, but instead of 
using weapons, we arm ourselves with the skills the Doctor uses: 
negotiation, critical thinking, leadership, split-second decision 
making, and much more. Explore time-travel and scientific theories 
from the Doctor’s adventures, and compare and contrast them with 
our own real world theories. We’ll also explore history, preparing 
ourselves for future adventures in time. Oh, and how could we call 
ourselves madmen with blue boxes without a Sonic Screwdriver? 
And a 500-Year Journal? And a persona, companion, and story arc? 
We’ll make all those things. And who knows? Maybe we’ll steal 
our own TARDIS!
8 hrs., Fees: $69
4 digit #: 6037
F 10/31–11/21 12–2pm FCC/E104 
Instructor: K. Cooney

EDP313 The Physics of Superheroes (ages 10–14)
It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s a man flying without wings! Is that 
possible? Could Spiderman really scramble up the side of a building 
or would he need to follow Batman’s lead and use grappling hooks 
to rise to the top of a sky scraper? And how does Batman toss a 
huge hunk of metal that high in the air? In this “super” cool physics 
class discover what forces and motion can reveal about Superman’s 
strength, what Magneto can teach about the nature of magnetism 
and how the super cooling properties of Iceman can stop an 
adversary in his tracks. Take a look at the physics behind the powers 
of some of the most popular superheroes.
10 hrs., Fees: $99
4 digit #: 6039
F 11/7–12/12 (skip 11/28) 3–5pm FCC/B115

The college prohibits discrimination against any person on the basis 
of race, religion, gender, color, national origin, ancestry, age, sexual 
orientation, marital status, physical or mental disability of otherwise 
qualified individuals and any other category protected by federal, state 
or local law. Frederick Community College subscribes to full access to 
all college facilities as outlined in the Americans with Disabilities Act 
of 1990 and as amended. The designated coordinator for the college’s 
compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and 
for the Americans with Disabilities Act is Kate Kramer-Jefferson, 
301.846.2409. Frederick Community College makes every effort to 
accommodate individuals with disabilities.  If you have accommodation 
needs, please call 301.846.2408.  To request a sign language interpreter, 
please call 301.846.2476 (Voice).  Requests for any accommodation should 
be made at least five working days prior to attending a scheduled event.

Homeschool Enrichment

Homeschool Enrichment classes provide supplemental instruction to complement at-home schooling efforts. With a strong reputation 
among local and regional homeschool communities, FCC is proud to offer Fall 2014 Homeschool Enrichment programs featuring:

NEW!   Online Registration
frederick.augusoft.net

It’s quick, easy and convenient! 

Contact Us   Karen Freeman, Program Manager • 7932 Opossumtown Pike, Frederick, MD 21702  • 301.846.2421 • kfreeman@frederick.edu

EDP351 Fine Art for Homeschool Students: 
Drawing and Painting (ages 13–16)
In this drawing and painting class students will enjoy learning from 
demonstrations for each project, based on unique still life objects, 
photos, maginaion. Line, color, shape, perspective and composition 
will all be explored. Mediums may include pencil, charcoal, 
watercolor, acrylic paint and chalk pastel. Learned skills will  
enable each student artist to think expansively during the process 
of producing original and expressive art in an enjoyable and 
relaxing studio.
12 hrs., Fees: $109
4 digit #: 6043
F 9/26–10/31 1:30–3:30pm FCC/ F131 
Instructor: Holm

Instructor: Hager




